TRIM-TEX

350 BullTM Arch
Installation Instructions

Requires
⅛" Setback

Product Overview
Trim-Tex 350 Bull Arch is the ultimate bead for
finishing archways and the perfect complement to
"The Worlds Strongest Bead" our 350 Bull. Unique
co-extruded design eliminates notches in the
exposed area of the bead and allows 350 Bull Arch
to finish archways ranging from a 15" inside to a 20"
outside radius.

LENGTH
35028
35020

8'
10'

25
25

Be sure to check the Trim-Tex catalog and
www.trim-tex.com for all our innovative products.

Installation Instructions
1. Please read the entire instructions before
beginning. When matching up 350 Bull Arch to our
350 Bull Bead, align the 2 beads as shown in
Figure 1. It is important that the edges lines up for a
smooth transition. Drywall requires ⅛" setback.
2. To install 350 Bull Arch, dry fit the bead. Then
apply 2 coats of Trim-Tex 847 Spray Adhesive to the
drywall. Immediately apply the 350 Bull Arch to the
drywall while the spray is still wet. This will allow you
to reposition the bead. If the adhesive dries and
there is no tack to it, you will need to re-spray the
drywall. Once in position, use the Trim-Tex
Installation Tool or the handle of your taping knife to
pressure the mud leg and the tabs to the drywall. (A
FREE tool is included with every purchase of 847
Spray Adhesive.) Staple the mud legs every 6" and
staple the tabs minimum every 4”. We recommend
stapling every tab for the ultimate adhesion. After
stapling, apply pressure to the mud leg and tabs
once more.
3. Mud as usual. Be sure to use All-Purpose or
Multi-Purpose Compound. Do not use Fast Setting
Compounds. Add Mud-Max to your drywall
compound for the ultimate performance. Prime and
paint as usual.
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